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ABSTRACT

This lecture covers three (related) topics : a hidden gauge symmetric (HGS) formulation of

low-energy effective theories of the strong interaction, a modelling of dense nuclear matter by

putting skyrmions (and instantons) on a hypersphere and a description in terms of skyrmions of

the chiral phase transition at high nuclear matter density.

PLAN OF LECTURES

In this series of three lectures, I discuss the recent attempt to model dense nuclear matter

by a skyrmion put on the hypersphere S3(L) of radius L. This line of research was initiated by

Manton [1] and actively pursued by Jackson and his collaborators [2]. My lecture consists roughly

of three subtopics. The first deals with how to write down an effective Lagrangian modelling QCD,

following the idea of hidden gauge symmetry (HGS). The purpose of this endeavour is to obtain

an effective field theory which can be used for strong interaction physics up to the energy (or

length) scale relevant to the chiral phase transition. In the second lecture, I will describe skyrmions

and instantons in a "curved" space, the curvature simultating nuclear density and its associated

interaction effects. In the third lecture, the physics in the curved space is extended to the description

of "chiral phase transition" anticipated in QCD. The effect of high density is described in terms of

the hypersphere coordinates. Temperature effects are not included in the discussion, but could be

incorporated in an analogous way.

Saclay PhT/89-173

* Lectures given at the Second Sorak Summer School of Nuclear Physics, June 26-July 1, 1989,

KyungJu, Korea



It should be emphasized that the treatment discussed here is NOT meant to be a substitute

to bona-fide QCD calculations. It is meant ,o improve our understanding of dense nuclear matter

at the phase transition, in a "bottom-up" way and to possibly facilitate more accurate predictions

regarding phase transitions in neutron stars and heavy-ion collisions that purport to see quark-gluon

plasmas.

I. HIDDEN GAUGE SYMMETRY IN THE STRONG INTERACTIONS

At low energies (i.e. in nuclear physics), the strong interactions axe best described in terms of

effective fields. The skyrmion [3] is a natural framework for describing baryons and their interactions

in the effective variables. The first task is therefore to write down an effective Lagrangian that

captures as much as possible the essence of QCD. In doing this, one immediately faces a difficulty:

QCD is very poorly understood at E £ IGeV. Fortunately Nature comes to help. An enormous

amount of phenomena are available at low energy, and help pinpoint the essential ingredient of QCD

that has to be incorporated. I describe two methods based on this which I will call (a) bottom-up

and (b) top-down methods.

The key element in the discussion is spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry associated with

the (nearly) massless up, down and strange quarks. All the masses are consequently generated

dynamically. Thus the nucléon mass is of the form

The Goldstone bosons are massless, but if the quark mass is not strictly zero, the pseudo-Goldstone

(say, pion) mass goes like

Here (qq)Q is quark condensate of mass-dimension 3 and /„ is the pion decay constant. The

dynamics of the system is described by a a— model or Landau-Ginzburg Lagrangian.

Two extremely important points are noteworthy here. First, spontaneous symmetry breaking

pervades in all aspects of physics, be that in condensed matter physics, particle physics or nuclear

physics. As emphasized by Nambu [4], a-model type Lagrangians describe the Salam-Weinberg

electroweak interaction, chiral dynamics, nuclear pairing, 3He and superconductors, with "tum-

bling" scales for (a), mff, G. Thus it is possible to relate (a) for chiral dynamics to the pairing

gap in nuclear pairing spectra. The coefficient relating the two order parameters will eventually

be calculated from the fundamental theory, QCD, although such a prospect is not so rosy for a

long time to come. The important point is that even in tlie absence of microscopic theory, the

tumbling mechanism enables one to discuss an effective theory at scale ML in terms of one at

scale MU for ML < MU- The other important point is that the condensate-related mass generation



enables one to discuss nuclear matter at high density or temperature in terms of changes in the

"vacuum" properties. Thus the condensate in the medium (qq)5 (where 5 stands for the ground

state of baryon-rich systems) can play the role of an order parameter. I shall illustrate this last

point in the third lecture.

For the issue at hand, we have roughly three energy scales to consider : (1) Zero energy

characterized by Goldstone boson excitations, (2) chiral symmetry breaking scale Ax ~ IGeV, (3)

perturbative QCD scale Ap > Ax.

We consider in this lecture the three flavors of quarks, up, down and strange assumed to be

massless in leading approximation. We have thus chiral symmetry U($)L x U($)R. The symmetric

Lagrangian will be denoted £Q. In nature, the quarks are known to have small masses, and we have

to take into account the symmetry breaking in the form

£SB = - (muuu + mddd + m3ss) .

More precisely, mu ss 3MeV, mj « 7MeV, ma « 175MeV, so chiral symmetry should be manifestly

fine for the u,d sector, perhaps fine also for the s sector. It is generally believed that chiral

symmetry is spontaneously broken at Ax to the diagonal subgroup V = L + .R,

tf(3)jt x U(Z)R — > SU(3)V x U(l)v x U(\}A.

U(\)A is not a symmetry due to axial anomaly, so finally one is left with SU(3)v x U(l)v-

a. Bottom-Up Method

Let us start from zero energy. If QCD is the right theory of the strong interactions, it must

look like the current algebra Lagrangian at zero energy

(I.I)

This Lagrangian is invariant under (global) chiral transformation

U —> LUtf

where L 6 SCf(3)t, R 6 5t/(3)n. In real life, £SB breaks this invariance, but we will continue

pretending that (I.I) is exact. Actually L(R) belongs to tf(3)x, (U($)n) but we will consider

explicitly SU($)LtR and incorporate U(l) invariances when needed. J7(x), which I will call chiral

field, can be written explicitly as

(1.2)



where ir(x) is the octet Goldstone boson fields (ir+tx-,ir°,K+,K~,K0,K0,ij) and / is a dimen-

sional constant related to the pion decay constant /*. The ninth pseudoscalar rf could be incorpo-

rated into U, as required for instance for the UA(!) anomaly (e.g. in the proton spin problem as

discussed by B.-Y. Park in this school), but I will ignore this for the moment.

For simplicity and concreteness, I will consider chiral SU(2)i x SU(2)n and illustrate how a

hidden (local) gauge symmetry can be extracted from the current algebra Lagrangian (I.I). The

manipulation smacks of getting "something out of nothing" but this is illusory : there is a price to

pay. Following the strategy of Bando et al. [5], write

U(*) = &(X)ÏR(X) (1.3)

where ÇL is a two-by-two unitary matrix 6 Slf(2)z, and similarly for ÇR 6 SU(2)n. Since U is a

unitary 2-by-2 matrix, the right-hand side of (1.3) has three redundant degrees of freedom which

are just the gauge degrees of freedom which make U(x) locally invariant, i.e.

U(x) — U(x)

under

&,H — - M*)fr,K a-4)
with h(x) 6 517(2). What I have done here - which looks utterly trivial - is that I gained a gauge

invariance at the expense of having redundant degrees of freedom. It is, for the moment, a fictitious

symmetry. However this technique, invented by Stuckelberg many years ago, turns out to be magical

as we will soon see.

Using Eq.(I.S), I can rewrite (I.I)

(1-5)

where

£„ = 0M + Vp . (1.6)

Here V,, can be anything involving no derivatives acting on the £ field; it cancels out in (1.5). I can

take it to be

V* = -|T<%° ' <L7>

and declare that it transforms as a non-abelian gauge field

h(x)(Vlll + dtt)h(xy . (1.8)
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Clearly D^ is the usual covariant derivative. Using this, I can add a gauge- invariant term of the

form given below without changing physics at classical level

= £-0

£fl = - a t r DfttLt + DlttR . (1.9)

where a is an arbitrary constant. Again this is classically a trivial operation, since the equation

of motion for V^ says that £a = 0, and V^ disappears from £y as mentionned above. In the way

it is written, (1.9) is manisfestly gauge-invariant (i.e. it is invariant under (1.4) and (1.8)). Things

become a lot more interesting and significant when quantum loop effects are computed with C'a.

At one loop level, we can have a graph like the one in Fig. 1.

Now in four dimensions, the theory is not perturbatively renormalizable. Thus in order to get

a meaningful quantum effect, v/e have to find a nonperturbative quantization scheme (like 1/N ex-

pansion in (2+1) dimensional Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model which, nonrenormalizable in conventional

sense, is found to be actually renormalizable [6]) or to suitably modify to make it renormalizable [7]

or to introduce a cut-off. In analogy with the CPN~l model in (1+1) dimensions where everything

is calculable, we expect to obtain a term like

tr (l£) (L10)

with

vtu, = dltvv-dltvl, + iyll,vv] .
Indeed, cut-off field theory calculations do give a kinetic term (1. 10) which is the only gauge-

in variant two-derivative term involving the gauge field Vj,. I have affixed the gauge coupling constant

^5, which is of course a cut-off dependent constant calculable from the theory, but here will be

taken as a parameter. (Later on, in the top-down method, a term of the form (1.10) emerges

naturally in derivative expansion of a fermion determinant). Putting (1.9) and (1. 10) together, we

have a hidden gauge symmetry (HGS) Lagrangian

£HGS = £, + £„ + £KE . (1.11)

Being a gauge-invariant theory, this has to be gauge-fixed in order to extract physical information.

What this means in practice is the following. One representation which shows the redundant degrees

of freedom is to write

(1.12)



where <r(x) is the SU(2) valued scalar field a(x) = £-aa(x) (similarly for the pseudoscalar ir(x) -

^f T*). Here and in what follows, we set / = /*, valid within the approximation adopted in the

paper.

The gauge invariance, i.e. the invariance under (1.4) and (1.8), implies, since h(x] is completely

arbitrary, that physics should not depend upon a(x). In particular, one can choose h(x) so that

o(x) = 0. In this case, one gets what is known as "unitary gauge"

ft =£ f l S£ = eM«)//. . (L13)

As in the electroweak theory, the unitary gauge is not suited for doing perturbation calculations.

One should choose a renormalizable gauge in which case there are ghosts etc. Such a theory has

not yet been formulated in this particular theory; it remains one of the open problems.

Once the unitary gauge is chosen, the full 5f7(2) gauge symmetry is no longer present**) ; the

vectors VM pick up masses in the manner familiar in the electroweak theory (i.e. Higg's mechanism)

,

+ « ftv» - 2a/2tr( V) - a fa(W) (1.14)

where

The vector mass is then

a/^2 . (1.15)

As stated before, a is completely arbitrary and cannot be fixed within the scheme. This is clearly

unsatisfactory. In order to fix a, one has to extend the theory so as to bring in axial vector fields

(as we will see below) which means that within the "bottom-up" scheme, one has to introduce more

degrees of freedom than given by (1.3). When a suitable set of axial vectors are brought in, a turn

out to be 2, so the mass relation becomes

. (1.16)

(*) In (1+1) dimensions, there is a theorem which says that symmetries cannot be broken sponta-

neously, so the (U(l)] gauge field in the CPN~l model remains massless, in contrast to the present

case.
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This relation was derived many years ago by a current-algebra soft-pion theorem and is known as

Kawarabayashi-Suzuki-Riazzudin-Fayyazuddin (KSRF) sum rule. Eq. (1.16) is very well satisfied

in nature (to within ~ 3%).

To summarize : Starting with zero energy, a hidden gauge symmetry brings the energy scale

up to the vector-meson mass which is comparable to the chiral symmetry breaking scale Ax ~

47T/7T ~ IGeV. Note that the vector mesons arise naturally as a connection on the coset space

SU(2)i, x SU(2)n/SU(2)i,+R- Unfortunately the "naturalness" lacks certain predictiveness, i.e.

the value of a. The axial vectors are not natural connections on the coset space; their introduction

is rather awkward. But there are reasons to believe that they are essential for the baryon structure.

b. Top-Down Method

Many people have tried to "derive" an effective meson field theory action starting from a QCD

generating functional. There has been little real success [8]. It is however possible to guess, with

the help of a hidden gauge symmetry, a reasonable Lagrangian valid for energies £ Ax, starting

from QCD. Here I will summarize Ball's work on this [9].

Start with Euclidean generating functional of QCD^*)

r

19\ ~""»\) (U5)

where <?„ = TaGa
fi is the gluon field (o = 1,..., 8), with the color generator normalized to Tr {TaTb} =|

^oak and the subscript cin gc denotes that it is a color-gauge coupling constant (to be distinguished

from g which is used for flavor gauge coupling as in (1.14)). For our purpose, the mass matrix can

be assumed to be real and diagonal. To be complete, there should be a gauge-fixing term, Faddeev-

Popov ghosts and source terms etc in Eq.(1.15), but they are left out, since they are not needed

for the sketch of the idea. One does not know how to do the path integral in full generality, but

/
( f 4
\ J

To go from Minkowski to Euclidean, one does the replacement

antihermitean) (7^ hermitean)



let's imagine that we have integrated out the gluon fields from Eq.(1.15). It must be formally of

the form

= Md0]exp f - | / d4z $(7 • d

with

Using the identity

/

( f[df][d»/]exp I / d x à. y Tr rj(y,:
\J

where 17 and £ are matrices in the color space, the trace going over the color, one can write

-W f ( \ I 4 -

J \ V
f d4* d4y 4>(x)T,(x,y)1>(y) + G(ri)V\ (1.17)

where (7(77) is a mess coming from the second term of (1.16) which we can write down formally in

terms of F's and rfs but we cannot actually calculate in full generality. As it stands, the expression

(1.17) is exact. As with all the exact formulas, it is totally useless. To make a bit of progress, we

have to make approximations. This we do, guided by an intuitive feeling of what Nature is telling

us.

Let us first see what the symmetries of Eq.(1.17) are. Define the global (space-time-independent

or "rigid") transformations**)

g =LPL + RPR , PL,R = -(1 ±75)

g =LPR + RPL

where, as before, L e U(N)L (or SV(N}L), R 6 U(N)R (or SU(N)R). When m = 0 («chiral limit"),

the action (or Lagrangian) in (1-17) is chirally invariant, namely invariant under the transformations

W The hatted quantity (i.e. g) can be best understood by 57^ = t^g.
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Suppose one elevates the transformation to a local one, say g(x)

(1.18)

Then except for the term î>(j.d + m)ij>, the action is still invariant. In other words, except for one

term, one has "chiral gauge invariance". Of course, the mass term breaks both global and local

invariances and the derivative term breaks local invariance, while preserving global invariance. This

is just what one sees in the original Lagrangian of QCD. In order to make the theory chiral gauge

invariant, one has to introduce non-abelian gauge fields. This is what one does to introduce the

electroweak fields in the game. Let's leave this matter aside and turn to the strong interaction

proper.

We will imagine that we have integrated out all degrees of freedom whose energy scale exceeds,

say, IGeV. Thus we will have integrated out

(a) glueballs

(b) colored mesons

(c) color singlet mesons of mass > IGeV.

(We are definitely assuming that chiral symmetry in the color singlet channel is spontaneously

broken and chiral symmetry in the color octet channel unbroken). This leaves essentially those

local meson fields that correspond to low-energy, observed ("first generation") mesons. This means

that the bilocal field 77(1, y ) is effectively localized, with the non-local terms dropped. (How to

work out this chain of approximations in a self-consistent manner is an open problem for research.

There are lots of things to do here). The relevant degrees of freedom are scalars M and vectors

M(x) = 5(x) + P(i)t7s

(1.19)

Thus

f A A - f 4 -I d x d y ^(X)TJ(X, y)ilf(y) = / d x i{)(M(x)-\-f>1Nll(

(1.20)

u2 f ( 1 \
G(tf = const + £- / d4x tr I MM - -NÎ } + ...4 y \ 2 /



where the trace is now over the flavor space. Except for the various coefficients, this form is

intuitively obvious. As stated, both terms are chirally gauge invariant and these are the expected

terms without involving derivatives (higher derivative terms must be there, but Nature suggests

that they are suppressed. See later.) The coefficient /*2 reflects all the junk that we have thrown

away. It will be calculated someday; for the moment, we will take it as a parameter (reflecting our

ignorance on the degrees of freedom we are not considering explicitly).

Eq.(1.17) reduces to

e~w = I [dV>][dM][dJV]exp ( - / d4z ^.(d + N) + M + m]V>

where Ax is the chiral-symmetry-breaking cut-off (~ IGeV) discussed above, and the elipses stand

for the things we have discarded. Note that we have the previous symmetries intact. Thus we have

chiral invariance for m = 0, i.e., invariance under

M —tgMgi (I.22)

Furthermore if we endow an z-dependence to «7, so that it's local, then aside from the derivative

term and mass term, it is still invariant. But because of those two terms, local chiral invariance

is not there. Is there a local flavor symmetry in Eq.(1.21) ? To answer this, one has to consider

the local transformations ifr(x) — »• /(i)0(i), $(x) — * •4>(x)f(x)^ M(x) — »• /(x)Af(x)/(x)t,

Np(x) — >• f(x)(Nn + dll)f(x)^. It is clear that the Lagrangian is not invariant, because of the

"mass" terms, namely tymty and tr N*. Thus even in the chiral limit, the theory is not apparently

gauge-invariant.

One can, however, make the theory gauge-invariant by a trick invented by Stuckelberg. To

do this, one adds redundant (= fictitious = gauge) degrees of freedom by defining "compensator

fields" C belonging to some group H (to be specified later). Define new fields

«2 = C(x) V , Q =

S =Ô*MC(x) (I.23)

Note that the "gauge" choice C = C = 1 gives back the original fields. For the moment C is

completely arbitrary, the gauge fixing to be done at an appropriate point. Now do what we will
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call from now "hidden gauge transformation"

Q(g) _> h(x)Q(x)

(1.24)

C(x) — > C

Under the transformation (1.24), V — * V"? $ — > Vs Af — > -W» NM — > ^*- Therefore if we
write the Lagrangian in terms of the fields of (1.23), we will have the hidden gauge invariance <*>.

Eq.(1.21) takes the form (for notational convenience, ignore the mass m and drop the elipses)

~w = I [dC][dS][d/lM][dC][gau6e fixing] J
•/A

- I d4x Q(j.V + £ ) £ _ £ / d4i tr FsS - ̂  (C^C*)2] | (1.25)

/A,

X exp

/A,

x exp f JVC A» det(7.P + S) - ^- / d4z tr f ÊS - i

where / is the Jacobian of the transformation on the fermion field (the Jacobians on the boson fields

are trivial; only the fermion field needs to be considered), T> is the covariant derivative T)^ = d^+A^

and a gauge fixing is implied to eliminate the redundant degrees of freedom from the theory. In

the second equality, the fermion field is integrated out to give the fermion determinant.

A careful discussion of the Jacobian and the evaluation of the fermion determinant is by itself

a full course of lectures, dealing with chiral anomalies, the Wess-Zumino terms etc. This is not

my purpose, so let me just refer to other people's lectures for a deep study [10]. A few relevant

remarks for our purpose : a) in J is purely imaginary, precisely the Wess-Zumino term; b) for flavor

517(2), In J = 0; c) for SU(N), N > 3, the Wess-Zumino term associated with the hidden gauge

symmetry is highly intricate and to my mind not completely understood.

To simplify the matter, focus on flavor SU(2). We see that (1.25) has the hidden gauge in-

variance and can therefore be quantized. Quantization of this theory in a suitable renormalizable

gauge is an interesting problem for the future. We will eventually see what is in the theory then.

(*) Lack of time does not allow me to go into the issue of anomalies (i.e. the imaginary part of the

effective action) which requires a careful treatment of the Jacobian and the fermion determinant.

What kinds of anomalies occur in HGS theories is still a controversy to be settled.
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I will just do things so that we recover the bottom-up result (1.14). To do that, drop by fiat

the axial field, say, A^ st KM. I do not think this is a good thing to do if you want the baryons

to come out right from the Lagrangian, but for our purpose, it seems fine. For SU(2), J = I as I

mentioned before. Now choose a gauge that belongs to the unitary gauge

(In the presence of the AI field, this gauge choice breaks explicitly axial symmetry. To preserve

the symmetry, one has to choose another (unitary) gauge. We have no such problem here, since

the axial vector field is not there).

We get, to the lowest order in derivatives,

(L27)
unitary - gauge

where (going to a Minkowski form for comparison)

_

and

This is just the same as Eq.(1.14).

c. Suppression of Higher Derivatives

In getting to Eq.(1.27) or to a HGS Lagrangian that includes axial vectors, one usually stops

at two derivatives. In principle, unless the coefficients are intrinsically suppressed for some reason,

there is no reason why one cannot have higher derivatives from the expansion of In det(7.î> + E)

of Eq.(L25) of the type
sis ÊÎ^S (dAv - dvA^ ,

(1-28)

which have two more derivatives than the ones retained: (dpAv — dvA^) , ( SP^E J . Recent de-

tailed analyses [11] of experimental data in the meson sector show that to the order 0 (d4) , those

higher derivatives of the form (1.28) are almost totally suppressed. In other words, the lowest

derivative coupling (to O (d2)) of the vector mesons and the chiral field U (or f ) saturate to O (d*)

the meson vertices. This is a highly significant result to understand! In the formalism of the
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"top-down" method, as pointed out by Richard Ball, the presence of the A\ field requires a gauge
choice

C = e
iai**/f*

which is found to suppress n-meson vertices by a factor a" over and above the possible suppression

coming from the intrinsic coefficients. (For example, a four derivative term would be suppressed

by 1/16). Ball's result suggests that the clue to the suppression of higher derivatives demanded by

Nature might be found in the gauge structure of the HGS Lagrangian. Here is a deep theoretical

problem to work on: How and why?

d. Reduced Model

I developed above what should be a Lagrangian to work with. We are not yet at the stage

to fully understand - and work with - the HGS Lagrangian in its full glory. For the discussions to

follow, I will take a much simpler and reduced Lagrangian, namely the original Skyrme Lagrangian,

which can be gotten in the following limit from Eq.(1.14). Integrate out the VM field from (1.27) in

the limit that
a — > oo ,

• OO .

In this limit, to keep £a (1.9) finite, we have

v, — > 1 (dtâ +

which then yields

which is just the Skyrme quartic term. In this limit,

£HG * trfoWfft) + tr [U^U^U? . (1.30)

This will be the basis of our qualitative discussions given below. We should remember that we

should actually be working with the HGS Lagrangian but we don't yet know its full structure and

content, and so we don't know how to work with it. The Lagrangian (1.30) should be considered

as a toy model obtained from the full theory in a particular limit which nevertheless captures the

essence of the physics contained in the skyrmion model.

e. High Energy - Low Energy Matching

Let me discuss a couple of philosophical issues which are however highly relevant for further

progress in the field. We have in principle a theory that describes physics for the energy regime
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<; A- QCD encompasses the energy domain all the way to some grand unification scale. It's not

the ambition of nuclear physicists to understand everything up to that point, but we would like

to understand how what we know in low-energy nuclear dynamics can match onto what goes on

above Ax, where presumably the microscopic QCD variables (quarks and gluons) must come into

play. For this, we would like to know how the matching of the two different "languages" can be

effected. A very beautiful and highly profound clue comes from a recent calculation of the TT+ — it0

mass difference by Bardeen and collaborators [12].

The TT+ -TT" difference is calculated by doing chiral dynamics below a cut-off mass Acut-off and

perturbative QCD above Acut-off. The chiral dynamics is done with a chiral Lagrangian containing

i/, V0, Afi which is consistent with the HGS Lagrangian. The result found was

Am* = ml+ - ml, = Am£(pert.QCD) + Am2 (non - pert.)

Am^(pert.QCD) ~ 6^«s (0 \qq\ O}2 f°
/* A

3 /A" m^i mi . ,
« -aem j[ (f + mw + mtf<'

The result Amff vs Aco is plotted in Fig. 2 for AQCD « 300MeV, m5(lGeV) ~ 120MeV. With

the full 17(2) vector mesons (V^Af,) , the matching occurs at ^ iGeV and is stabilized above that

value, whereas with AI missing from the Lagrangian, there is no matching whatsoever. This tells

us two things: 1) with the HGS Lagrangian, we have a theory that crosses over smoothly (Bèg-Shei

theorem [12]) to perturbative QCD regime; 2) the AI plays an important role in the matching.

The second philosophical issue is the following. The effective theories that we have been talking

about are meant to be valid at low energies. How far can one push them? For instance, can we

describe the chiral phase transition predicted by QCD in terms of effective fields? There is a strong

indication from a chiral perturbation calculation that the answer is yes. Gerber and Leutwyler [14]

recently calculated the partition function, up to three loops in chiral perturbation scheme and in

low-temperature expansion and showed that there is a chiral phase transition at Tc w 190MeV.

This result is consistent with what is seen in the jr+ - TT° mass difference mentioned above. This is

another indication that the effective degrees of freedom are resilient up to E £ IGeV and offers yet

another explanation as to why meson theories (with suitable symmetries, such as chiral symmetry,

taken into account) are successful in nuclear physics. I personally attribute all these to what some

people call "Cheshire Cat phenomena" [15], the formulatism of which in (3 + 1) dimensions is still

very much an open problem.

A natural question to raise next is: Can an effective theory be valid beyond the chiral phase

transition? In other words, Can one use the HGS Lagrangian above the critical density pc or critical
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temperature Tc? Here there is a strong argument that the answer is no. This means specifically that

the "bottom-up" method must cease to be useful at some point. The argument (in temperature)

goes as follows [16]. In the large Nc limit (for zero chemical potential), the free energy can be

written

-0F/V =

The power x of Nc that appears in the expansion, N*, is just the Euler characteristic related to

the handles H and holes B of a Rlemann surface as

X = 2 - 2H - B .

The Riemann surface is relevant below the critical temperature because of the confinement. Now

a general theorem says that
T > Tc /„(/?) JÉ 0 ,
T < Tc /„(/?) = 0 .

In other words, there can be no genus-0 contribution to /3F/V with continuum Riemann surfaces

and hence with effective theories. This is easy to see in large Nc QCD. For T > Tc, gluons dominate

the free energy, with the gluon loop contributing O (.AT?) whereas T < Tc, only the glueballs and

mesons contribute O (N^) . (Baryons contribute O (Nc)). Thus the effective theories must break

down at T = Tc. String theorists use a similar argument to show that even string theories are not

truly fundamental, or theory of everything (TOE).

II. SKYRMIONS AND INSTANTONS ON THE HYPERSPHERE

I will mainly focus on the Skyrme Lagrangian (1.30). Most of what I discuss here are specific

to this Lagrangian, although some arguments (e.g. putting skyrmions on the hypersphere) are

straightforwardly applicable to the HGS Lagrangian. It may be possible to consider directly the

HGS Lagrangan but it has not yet been worked out that way. It's an open problem.

a. Geometry of Skyrmions

The ultimate purpose of my lecture is to study nuclear matter ai high density (and high

temperature). Here I discuss a prelude to that problem, namely, properties of a skyrmion in a

curved space. I will follow Manton's [1] and Jackson's [2] discussions.

Consider the static soliton configuration whose energy is given by

E =
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I will use dimensionless units with energy given by f«/2g, length given by l/gfa and let Li s di

Then we can write

E = I d3* | -±tr (if ± ^£ijk[lj, I,,]} \ ± IB (IL1)
•> { " \ ~* / }

with
1

which is the winding number identified with the baryon number in the by now well-known manner

[17]. Equation (II.l) implies the bound (known as Faddeev bound [18])

E > 12T2 | nB | .

This is very similar to the celebrated Bogomol'nyi bound [19] in magnetic monopoles. In the

magnetic monopole case, there is a certain situation where the bound is saturated (i.e. the equality

holds). Many interesting physics and mathematics properties can be studied with this Bogomol'nyi-

Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) monopole (see Atiyah and Hitchin [20]). In the skyrmion case, the

bound would be saturated if

0 . (IL3)

Unfortunately for mathematicians (and fortunately for physicists), Eq. (II.3) has only, the trivial

solution U =constant, which is just the dull empty vacuum. Fortunately for both mathematicians

and physicists, an equation of the type (II.3) has a non-trivial solution when the space is curved.

Consider a space endowed with a (Euclidean) metric g^ and let

9ij = «Lei, (II.4)

where e'm is the drei-bein, and

In terms of (II.5), the static energy of the skyrmion with the baryon number HB reads

E = I d?x Jg\ -|tr (xm + ̂ emnp[Xn,Xp]J + 127T2 | nB \ .

Note that the second term is independent of metric. That is because it is a topological invariant so

metric-independent. [Let me mention parenthetically that there is a huge activity going on at the

moment on field theories that contain only the topological invariant term - known as Chern-Simons

term - in connection with conformai invariances in two dimensions, knot theories, applications to

high Tc superconductivity. If the first term in (II.6) were zero, this would also be a topological
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field theory in four dimensions. We will have that situation later. However (unfortunately) that

situation occurs in the regime where the theory may not apply. What a shame !]. The bound is

saturated if we have

n,Xp] = 0. (11.7)

Now this is a self-duality condition, implying conformai invariance. It is known in mathematics

that this is satisfied for a U in the space S3(L = 1) (53(£) is the hypersphere of radius L) which

is an isometry, specifically the identity map (I will define identity map below). On the other hand,

the flat space we actually live in corresponds to S3(L = oo). Thus we learn that

E = 12JT2 | TIB | L=l
E > 12JT2 | nB | L = oo

[There is an elegant geometrical interpretation of this result [1] which I sketch for those more

mathematically minded people.

Consider a map <f> from physical space denoted as S to an order parameter spac*. (target space)

denoted as S. Both 5 and S are Riemannian manifolds; they are three-dimensional, orientable and

connected. Consider the "strain tensor" defined by

D = Jjt (IL9)

where

Jia = d$aldx\

Lfc- the eigenvalues of D be A2, A2, A3. The invariants of D are obvious (they are geometrical

objects)

= \\\\ + A2A2 + A2A2 (11.10)

detZ? = \l\l\l

In terms of these, Eq. (II.6) can be rewritten (with a suitable integration measure over 5)

E = E2+E4

Ei = /(A2 + A2

E4 =

Or

E = /(Ax - A2A3)2 + (A2 - A3Aa)
2 + (A3 - AtA2)2 + 6 / A! A2A3. (11.11)

The Faddeev bound is

£ > 6 / A ! A 2 A 3 (11.12)
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which is a topological invariant and hence metric-independent as noted before. The bound is

saturated if and only if

AS = AS AI, AS

everywhere on physical space S, which are satisfied if

A! = A2 = A3 = 1 . (11.13)

This corresponds to an jsometry. Now the integrand of (11.12) is v/detD which is just the deter-

minant of the Jacobian (II.9). The integral (11.12) measures the degree of map (viz, the winding

number) times the volume of the target space, so

E > 6 (degree of map)(Vols) (11.14)

For the usual skyrmion, the map is E3 — > S3(L = 1) which is no isometry; degree of map=l,

Vols = 2îr2. Hence

This ends the parenthetical remark.]

The relevant equation of motion for UB = 1 can be solved exactly, so we know the exact soli ton

energy. It is found to be (for TÎB = 1)

£exacl = (1.23...)127T2. (11.15)

Thus the bound is exceeded by about 23 % . This 23 % is what makes the difference between the real

skyrmion which has strong interaction and an ideal skyrmion of Bogomol'nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield

type. In other words, it is such difference which makes nuclear physics a lot more than a pure

geometry !

b. Hypersphere coordinates

The Cartesian coordinates for R4, Xa, a = 1,2,3,4, restricted to X* = L2 (to get S3(L)), can

be written in polar coordinates as

X1 = x = Lsin/isin<?cos0
X2 = y = Ls\nfj,sin9sin<f> m ifi ï
X3 = z = Lsm/icosO ^
X4 = w = Lcosfi

with
0</ :< x
o<e<* , }
0«t><2v ( i >
0< L < oo .
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Note that the length r == >/x2 -f y2 -f- z2 is given by

r = Isin/i . (11.18)

The Jacobian for transformation from Cartesian to polar coordinates is

flva
(11.19)

for Xa = (x,y, z,w) and Y0 = (£,jt, 0,<£). One can define the metric g^ for the hypersphere, such

that

L3s\n*fj, sin0.

It is

ds* --= g^dx'dx" = -dt2 + gab(y)dyadyb (11.20)

where
ya =
9a\>(y] = L diag(l,sin2/ti,sin2i9 sin2^) .

(It is evident - but note anyway - that the time direction is flat).

We now have a curved space, i.e. a Riemann surface and the curvature will do interesting

things to the skyrmion when embedded into this space.

The hedgehog on the hypersphere takes the form

UQ = cos F(n) + iT.f(6,<?)s\nF(n) (H.21)

where F(fi) is subject to the boundary condition

F(0) = 0, F(r) = TT (IÏ.22)

to have one skyrmion in the hypersphere. Equation (11.21), as it is well-known by the experts, is

a map : 5 — » S where 5 = (/z,0,y>) is the physical space and S = (F(/z),0', <j>') is the target

space. From the result given above (i.e. Eq. (II.8) or (11.13)), there is an absolute minimum for an

identity map (saturating the Faddeev bound). The corresponding map in (11.21) is

/*, (IL23)

the absolute minimum coming at L = 1 as shown below.
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c. Conformai Map

In terms of the hypersphere coordinates (11.16), the soliton energy is

(11.24)

Let us examine what happens near the absolute minimiitn. The absolute minimum corresponds,

as stated before, to an isometry. Near it, the system is expected to have conformai invariance

(namely, invariant under the transformation that rescales metric), so let us study the system near

the absolute minimum using the conformai map [1]

1 _, . 1
tan --F(n) = a tan -/i ^ ̂

0' ~ 9, <j>' = <j>.

The conformai map corresponds to a stereographic projection from physical space 5 to R3, rescaling

by a and then an inverse stereographic projection from R3 to target space E. Note that a = 1

corresponds to the identity map, namely an isometry (that preserves arclengths). With Eq. (11.25),

Eq. (11.24) simplifies to

where

/3 = a + -. (11.27)
a

Minimizing E with respect to /3, we have the single minimum at

0 = V8 L - 2 . (11.28)

If L < T/2, p < 2. But Eq. (11.27) says that there is no real a for which ft < 2. Therefore a = 1 is

stable against conformai deformation. If L > */2, then there are two solutions QI and 0:2 such that

aiu!2 = !• They are geometrically equivalent, since one is transformed into another by changing

poles on a three-sphere. The energy for this case is

E = 127T2 [v/5 - -U (11.29)
L 2-kJ

which is less than the identity map a = 1

^identity =6lT2(L + -). (11.30)
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Now the absolute minimum is gotten from Eq. (11.30), by minimizing Identity with respect to L,

i.e., at L = 1,

= 12;r2. (11.31)

This means that the identity map ceases to give the lowest energy, for L > \/2- The situation is

summarized in Fig. 3, where the exact solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion is also

plotted. I will discuss later how L = \/2 can be identified as the critical point Lc at which the

chiral phase transition occurs. For the moment, it suffices to note that there is a change-over at

L = y/2 from an identity map to a non-identity map if one follows the lowest energy configuration.

d. Instantons on the Hypersphere

This subsection is not really necessary for the purpose of my lecture, but it is a fascinating

subject and perhaps has some relevance on the understanding of the hidden gauge symmetry

discussed before. Recently a well-known mathematician and a well-known mathematical physicist

[21] showed that on flat space, there is a relationship between a skyrmion (a soliton in R3) and

an instanton (a topological object in R4). This is an exciting new development for several reasons.

First, it connects the chiral field U to a gauge field. Second, if there is a deep connection for an

arbitrary baryon number HB, then some tough problems in nuclear physics can be solved. For

example, for UB = 2, we would have an understanding of the deuteron from the skyrmion point

of view, a problem which is completely unsolved. This will give us a deeper understanding of the

strong interaction at nuclear physics level.

Let me briefly summarize what it is all about, following the discussion of Samols [22]. (My

discussion will be sketchy here.) Let A{(x) be a Yang-Mills field (in .R4) and let (fj,,9,(p) be

hypersphere coordinates on S3(L) as defined by (11.16). Then the relation recently discovered is

, 0, v>) = P exp - / Ai(x)dxi (11.32)

where P is the path-ordering operator and 7(71) denotes the path along the "ray" {i, = rn^;

T € [0,oo)} with Hf = (sinjusinfcos^, sin^sin#sin<?i, sin//cos#, cos//). The left-hand side of Eq.

(11.32) is characterized by the soliton number (= baryon number) HB and the right-hand side by

the instanton number k. These two are identified, UB = k. (It is not yet quite clear to me why this

should be so, but Nature seems to agree with this.) All that is needed is the instanton configuration

for the gauge field, which is known through the work of 't Hooft [23]. Doing the suitable integrals

of (11.32), Samols obtains for «B = k = 1
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where a measures the size of the skyrmion. In the limit that a — > oo, we get the identity

map (for a skyrmion at the north pole instead of at the south pole we were considering before):

S*(L) — > SU (2),
oo

Let us see how close Eq. (11.33) is to the skyrmion configuration we know form the previous

discussion. Consider L near Lc = \/2. In this case a » 1,

F(fj,} « TT - fj. - ^sin/i. (11.34)
2<T

Now expanding L = \/2 + e, and using (11.34), Samols finds, from (11.24) (to 0(e2)),

E = 127T2 \-= + £- - 0.261 eA . (11.35)

Let us compare this to the result of the conformai map with a = 1 (i.e. identity map)

(11.36)

This shows that the instanton yields a skyrmion configuration correct to 0(e). At 0(£2), -̂ - =

0.177 should be compared to 0.261...

Let us go to the flat space, i.e., L — > oo. To do this, we should let ft — > 0, L — > oo with

r =| i | finite. In this limit, (11.33) becomes

and the energy is

E(L) = 12^2 [l.243198 - + + ... (11.37)

to be compared with the exact solution

(IL38)E(L) = 127T2 fl.231445 - ̂  + ̂  + ...1 .
L L L \

Because of conformai invariance for L < \/2 (viz, the identity map is conformally invariant and

so is the self-duality relation F — F that leads to the instanton), the profile (11.33) is exact for

L < 1/2. Thus we see that it is remarkably close to the skyrmion profile calculated from equation

of motion over all ranges of L.
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One problem worth investigating is what happens in the HGS theory. So far the skyrmion

of the Skyrme model matches nicely with the instanton. What happens with the skyrmion of the

HGS theory ? What is the instanton involved in this case ?

III. CHIRAL PHASE TRANSITION

In this part of the lecture, I discuss why L - \/2* can be considered as the critical point at

which a phase transition occurs and how it can be identified with the chiral phase transition of

nuclear matter at high density.

a. Order parameter [24]

Consider the hypersphere average of the scalar field cr(x). It has the form

(a) = /„- I' an sinV coBF(p). (III.l)
T JO

For L > >/2» the lowest-energy state is not an identity map but a localized lump, so (a) •£ 0. For

the identity map, F(/i) = /z, so Eq. (III.1) is clearly zero. Thus (a) = 0 for L < -\/2. This suggests

that (a) be considered as an order parameter and that L = \/2 be a critical hypersphere size Lc

related to a critical density* pc as

Le ~ (27rVc)1/3. (III.2)

The next question is : What is (a) ? In chiral models on flat space, (a) is related to the quark

condensate (V>^)0 , which is in turn related to physical quantities like the dynamical quark mass

or the pion-decay constant. In our case, we would also like to connect (a) to something physical.

Here I give an argument that the hypersphere average (a) measures /*, the effective pion decay

constant in the medium.

Pion decay in a baryonic medium is governed by the matrix element of the axial current, Afa),

where a and 6 are isospin indices. Here, |0) is a general vacuum on which the pion is excited as a

Goldstone mode. In free space and for a pion of four-momentum gM, Mab is given in full generality

by the form

Ma6(0) = i W*?M (IH.4)

where /«• is a dimension- 1 constant identified as the pion decay constant. Let us express this in the

chiral model employing the usual representation of the fields

U(x) = -1 (o(x) + if • X(x)] (III.5)

* This would imply a ridiculously low critical density £ pn.m- Do not worry. pc is extremely

sensitive to dynamics and will be kicked up high by the vector mesons that must be included.
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x)U(x) = 1. The unitarity of U(x) can also be expressed in terms of the vacuum expectation

values

{*>(*)), + (f(*))9 =/*. (IIL6)

We make a mean-field approximation in the scalar sector and regard the pionic excitation as a

fluctuation about this mean field. Thus,

Ma6(0) = (0|<7(0)|0) (0 |0X(0)| **) (I"-?)

from which it follows that
OKO)|0) = <a(0)>o = A fnI8)

iaX(O)U') = ^aW,<. ( ^

Let us extend this result to a non-trivial vacuum such as we encounter in the case of •• t,;ngle

baryon on S3(L) or arrays of skyrmions in R3. The argument is not rigorous. We assume that

Eq. (III.7) remains valid and that the relevant quantity is (<r(Q))o (where ô denotes the non-trivial

vacuum). This term can be expressed in a quark language as a qq tadpole which carries zero

momentum. It is a constant in free space. In a non-trivial vacuum it is not. Following the above

arguments, it is again reasonable that the correct extension is the average value of a. Thus, pion

decay is governed by

On S3(L),

* V cos/(/x). (111.10)
O

Figure 4 shows that (ff)5 — > 0 at Lc. By parity, (f}5 is identically 0. Thus, after the phase

transition (i.e., in the homogeneous phase) we find

which is to be compared with the free space result

(*>2
0 + <*>o = /'• (111.12)

The difference between Eq. (111.11) and Eq. (111.12) is the effect of interactions, given in large

measure by the curvature of the hypersphere.

b. Soft Modes
It is straightforward but complicated to study the energy of small amplitude fluctuations in

(ff, Jr) fields about the S3(L) hedgehog background as a function of the baryon density [27]. Manton

studied the softest mode in this problem for L < t/2 where /(ju) = /i [1]. In this region, the lowest



energy normal mode is the infinitesimal conformai map for which 6f = sliifj,. The energy of this

mode is l2wz(-L + 2/Z). The fact that this energy vanishes at L = >/2 indicates that there is

a second order phase transition. As a consequence of the SO(4) symmetry of the identity map,

there is no reason to regard a as special. Thus, when the skyrmion profile is given by the identity

map, a similar conformai transformation can be applied to each of the three pion fields and three

additional independent modes of equal energy must appear for each L [25j. These (and all other)

modes can be characterized by the (z,y,z) parity of off. These El modes have a parity opposite

to that of the original EO mode. (Our notation for the modes follows Walliser and Eckart [26]). A

similar parity doubling is found for all normal modes. For L > \/2 the skyrmion profile is no longe*

given by the identity map. Constructing the normal modes about the now localized skyrmion, we

find that the EO mode has positive energy while the triplet of El modes remain at energy 0 for all

L > 1/2. Thus, we find a parity doubling everywhere in the spectrum of non-strange excitations

when chiral symmetry is restored.

To be more specific, there are two distinct classes of modes [27]. One set of modes has energies

proportional to (L+l/L). The lowest modes of this class are degenerate El and Ml modes while the

Kth modes are degenerate E1...EK and M1...MK modes. The second class of modes has energies in

which the dependences on L and 1/L are different. The lowest modes of this class are degenerate

EO and El modes. The Kth modes in this set are degenerate EO...EK modes. Thus, all states have

degenerate partners of opposite parity.

The behaviour of the lowest EO mode (the infinitesimal conformai map) and its El partners is

shown in Figure 5. It is interesting to see what happens if chiral symmetry is broken explicitly. In

this case, there is no longer a phase transition. The energy of these modes is never zero. At high

densities, the soft EO and El modes are split by a term proportional to mv which vanishes in the

limit as L —* 0. There is no parity doubling when chiral symmetry is explicitly broken.

c. Symmetry Considerations

In general, zero modes need not involve Goldstone bosons and need not signal a spontaneously

broken symmetry mode. In our case, however, it is possible to identify the soft modes (El) as the

triplet Goldstone bosons of spontaneously broken chiral symmetry.

Let us first determine the symmetry groups of the Hamiltonian and its TIB = 1 ground state in

the two phases. Internal and space symmetries of the Hamiltonian are summarized by the twelve

dimensional group G = S0(4)x ® 50(4)gpace the direct product of the chiral group and the group

of transformations of S3 onto itself. The 50(4)space consists of the 50(3) subgroup of rotations

around a given fixed point (generated by the usual angular momentum operators, £,-) and the

transformations by the remaining three generators, Li, spanning the coset 50(4)/S0(3), which we
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will call translations. The chiral group can be decomposed similarly in the isospin 5O(3) subgroup

with generators /< and the coset spanned by the axial generators, /,•.

As in free flat space, the localized hedgehog solution breaks G down to the "grand spin" 50(3)

generated by

Ki = Li+Ii. (III. 13)

As a result, the nine broken generators give rise to nine zero modes of the hedgehog. These

include the three "grooming" Ml modes (generated by Li - /<) as well as the "translational" El

modes (generated by Z,-) and the "axial" El modes (generated by /,-). The excitation spectrum

shows the usual degenerate grand-spin multiplets. The situation changes dramatically with the

phase transition. The cr-component of the chiral four-vector loses its preferred role, and the three

additional generators

/?, = Li + /, (111.14)

now leave the hedgehog invariant. Consequently, there remain only six zero modes corresponding

to "grooming" and the generators, (Li — /<). The remaining "pionic" modes acquire a finite energy

and are no longer zero modes for all L < \/2. It is thus natural to identify Eq. (111.14) as broken

generators (for L > \/2) signalling the appearance of Goldstone bosons.

In the homogeneous phase the characteristic connection by the hedgehog of internal and space

symmetries is extended to a coupling of axial transformations and translations. The phase transition

restores the full diagonal 50(4) subgroup of G which contains the grand spin subgroup in the

same way that the chiral group contains the isospin. The enlarged symmetry of the ground state

is reflected in the appearance of degenerate 50(4) multiplets in the excitation spectrum. After

projecting to the physical quantum numbers of the nucléon by quantizing the spurious translational

zero modes as collective coordinates, chiral symmetry will emerge from the diagonal 50(4). This

is the precise analogue of the usual restoration of isospin from grand spin through the quantization

of rotational modes. Again, the introduction of a pion mass removes the additional degeneracy in

the spectrum in the homogeneous phase. In the localized phase the energy of the three lowest axial

modes is no longer zero but approaches m, like l/L3.

d. Parity DoubUug in the Strange Sector

The kaon condensation problem will be discussed in the lectures of Norberto Scoccola, so I

won't go into details here. There is however one aspect of the problem which is quite relevant here,

that I would like to briefly discuss.

One can consider fluctuations in the strangeness directions, namely A<? A5, A6, \7 in the manner

that one considers the isospin directions Ai,A2,A3, where A's are Cell-Mann A matrices. As shown

by Scoccola in his lecture, one can do this by putting the kaon-soli ton system (originally proposed
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by Callan and Klebanov [28]) on the hypersphere. The effet of "nuclear matter" on the kaon

embedded in the system can be described by the kaon Lagrangian [29]

p . - K

where K is the doublet field

is related to the Wess-Zumino term associated with the five-pseudoscalar vertex K+K~ —>

K+ir~ir°, /?(/«) the coefficient function for the isospin-orbit coupling, V(/t) the central potential for

the kaon-soliton interaction, and m*K is a "running" kaon mass^ that depends on L. The explicit

structure of A(/i),/?(/j) and V(/z) depends upon the dynamical content of the theory. The kaon

spectrum for the partial waves I = 0,1 are shown vs. L in Fig. 6. The degeneracy of the parity-

doublets at L = Lc = \/2 implies that there is parity doubling of the ground-state hyperons with

their odd-parity excitations at Lc (e.g. A(115) and A*(1405) become degenerate). This parity-

doubling is yet another indication that the phase transition that occurs at Lc is the chiral phase

transition. I think this is a robust feature and will not depend sensitively on the detailed dynamics.

IV. CONCLUSION

The field of nuclear physics developed in my lecture is in its infant stage and no clear conclusions

can be drawn at this moment. There are lots of things to do, e.g., putting temperature in the theory,

calculating deuteron properties etc...

Even so, I cannot resist the temptation to make what may eventually turn out to be a wild

conjecture, but what I consider to be a plausible one. The hypersphere description (even without

putting the vector mesons which will make Lc come out small enough to be realistic) suggests

that as density approaches the critical density, there occurs a pile-up of modes (kaon condensation,

consequent parity-doubling, diminishing meson masses**)...) in the hadron sector which will increase

the entropy considerably more than estimated from a naive counting of the pionic modes. Combined

with the possible existence of bound states in the Wigner phase (quark-gluon sector), suggested

tt That the kaon mass must "run" on the hypersphere can be seen as follows. In the presence of

curvature, the mass term has the form ~ Tr (MU + U^M^)(l + cK) where R is a curvature scalar

oc L~2. For c < 0, the kaon mass decreases as the density (L) increases (decreases).
(*) In the HG8 formulation, one can imagine at some density or temperature (which may or may

not be the same as the chiral one) the HGS is restored, so the vector mesons become massless and

the Goldstone bosons are released from the longitudinal components of the vectors.
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in some lattice gauge calculations, this implies a much gentler entropy jump accross the chiral

phase transition than predicted by pure gauge lattice calculations. This picture is consistent with

the chiral perturbation calculation of Gerber and Leutwyler [14]. At least within this picture, a

dramatic quark-gluon phase transition appears highly unlikely. The transition which everybody

believes to exist must at best be a gradual one, as already anticipated by the Bèg-Shei theorem

[13].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Quantum fluctuation graph that can generate the vector meson kinetic energy term CKE of

Eq. (HO).

Fig. 2 Am» = [m£+ - m^0] vs the cut-off mass AGO- The dotted curve is the prediction that

includes both vector and axial-vector mesons in the hadronic sector. Other values of A.QCD

and ms would give less good fits to the data.

Fig. 3 The skyrmion (soliton) energy in units of f*/2g vs. Z, for identity map (solid), conformai map

(dotted), and exact (dash-dotted) solution.

Fig. 4 The hypersphere average (<r), Eq. (III.l), vs. L for mw = 0 (chiral limit) and m* ^ 0. Note

that Lc = \/2 would gh'q a critical density pc £ />„.„, (pn.m = 0-16 fm~3), much too low to

make sense. However a more realistic Lagrangian can easily push pc way up into a reasonable

range. (For instance, the u model used for Fig. 6 increases pc by a factor of 3.)

Fig. 5 The energies of the "soft" EO and El (triplet) modes in the chiral limit (TO* = 0), for a skyrmion

on a hypersphere. For L < \/2, these parity doublets become degenerate. For L > \/2, the El

modes remain at zero energy (modelling Goldstone pions) while the EO mode (a scalar field)

becomes massive.

Fig. 6 The energies of 5 (strangeness) = -1 kaon modes on S3(L) as a function of L. u\ stands for

the even-parity mode and u\- for the odd-parity mode. At Xc, the hyperon parity doublets

become degenerate (e.g. A(1115) and A*(1405) become degenerate). The numerical results of

this figure come from the w—model of Réf. 29. Note that Lc here is lower than the Lc of the

Skyrme model by about 40 % .
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